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encyclopedia of 
social theory 

Social theory is the central terrain of ideas 
that links research in sociology to key pro- 
blems in the philosophy of the human sci- 
ences. At the start of the twentieth century, 
social theory was the body of thought that 
sought to ground sociology as an indepen- 
dent discipline. At the start of the twenty- 
first century, social theory is the dynamic 
nexus of concepts and ideas that informs 
sociology's dialogue with a protean variety 
of approaches in neighbouring disciplines. 
In recent years social theory has stood at the 
forefront of the most exciting debates in 
fields ranging across sociology and anthro- 
pology, political theoiy and political econ- 
omy, media and cultural studies, feminist 
theoiy and post-colonial studies. 

The Erzcyclopedia qf Social Theory provides 
a unique reference source for students and 
academics, embracing all major aspects of 
the field. Written by more than 200 inter-. 
nationally distinguished scholars, almost 
500 entries cover core contemporary topics, 

concepcs, schools, debates, and personalities 
in the history of the discipline. Special atten- 
tion is paid to leading schools and debates, 
with shorter entries reserved for bio- 
graphies of key theorists and definitions of 
key ternls. Entries are fully cross-referenced 
and contain concise listings for fi~rthei- 
reading. A comprehensive index guides the 
reader to further divisions of content. 

Austin Harrington is Lecturer in Sociol- 
ogy at the University of Leeds, UK, and 
Research Fellow at the Max Weber Centre 
tbr Advanced Study <it the University of 
E~furt ,  Germany. 

Barbara L. Marshall is Professor of 
Sociology and Women's Studies at Trent 
University, Canada. 

Hans-Peter Miiller is Professoi- of Sociol- 
ogy at the Humboldt University of Berlin, 
Geil~lan y . 



STATUS 

This simple use of  probability distribu- 
tion inunediately yields theoretical results 
expressing the effects of A and C on the 
mean an inequality of the ] distribution, 
including the result that as inequality in 14 
increases, the mean of] decreases - putting 
on a firm footing the relation so often 
asserted between inequality and justice. 

But much more is to come. Using the 
JEF as first postulate and a derivation tech- 
n i q ~ ~ e  called the macro-model yields 
numerous testable predictions for a wide 
array of disparate phenomena, underscoring 
the long reach of justice: (1) subgroup 
confhct is an increasing function of economic 
inequality, but the esact way that conflict 
depends on  the proportions in the two 
subgroups depends on  the shape of the 
income distribution; and (2) the propor- 
tions Selfista, Subgroupista, and Groupista 
in a society depend on  the shape of the 
income distribution. 

Once the true just rewards are estimated, 
it becomes possible to estimate the obser- 
ver-specific principles of  nlicro-justice. 
such as the just returns to school and 
experience and just gender effect. and the 
principles of macro-justice, such as the just 
inequality. 

Further, the theory-based predictions and 
propositions are ready to test. These 
include such predictions as 'The rate of  
vocations to the religious life is an increas- 
ing function of ecolloinic inequality', 'Par- 
ents of two or inore children will spend 
more of their toy budget at an annual g f t -  
giving occasion rather than on the chil- 
dren's birthdays', and 'Blind people are less 
susceptible to eating disorders' (Jasso 2001). 

Finally, developinent of justice indeses 
for entire societies enables two new lines of 
~nq~ i i l y :  (1) estimation of  the decomposi- 
tion of overall injustice into injustice attri- 
butable to poverty and injustice attributable 
to inequality; and ('7) assesslnent and cali- 
bration of well-being based on inequality 
nleasures and well-being based oil justice 
measures. 

I11 all these activities to understand more 
deeply and more reliably the operation of 
the sense of  justice, and more generally to 
develop and test sociological theoiy, statis- 
tical tools are our daily helpers. 
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STATUS 

Status is used as a synonym for social posi- 
tion and to refer to the rzlative r a n h l g  of 
individuals, groups, and objects. The  Latin 
root st17 01- 'standing' is used ill related 
words like stature, state, stage, station and 
estate. Until the nineteenth centuly, status 
referred primarily to the rights accorded to 
different feudal estates and inlplied both 
being in a given social position and the 
ranlung of  these positions. 

Ralph Linton, Robert K. Merton, and 
others used 'status' to refer to a soijnl poxifi@fl 
and Linked this with role to refer to the set 

of cultural expectations relevant to d p'xrtl- 
cu lx  position (Clark 1999). Stdfifs-ctt 








